We study topological rigidity of af®ne actions on compact connected metrizable abelian groups. We also classify one parameter¯ows of translations up to orbit equivalence and discrete group actions by translations up to topological conjugacy.
Introduction
For a topological group À, by a À-¯ow we mean a pair XY & where X is a topological space and & is a continuous action of À on X. For any two À-¯ows (XY &) and X H Y ', a continuous map f X X 3 X H is said to be À-equivariant if f & ' f Y V P À. Two À-¯ows XY & and X H Y ' are said to be topologically conjugate if there exists a À-equivariant homeomorphism f X X 3 X H and they are said to be orbit equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism f X X 3 X H which takes orbits under & to orbits under '.
When XY X H are topological groups, an af®ne map from X to X H is a map of the form x U 3 c x, where c P X H and is a continuous homomorphism from X to X H . A À-¯ow (XY &) is said to be af®ne if for all in ÀY & is an af®ne map. XY & is said to be an automorphism¯ow (resp. a translation¯ow) if each &Y P À, is an automorphism of X (resp. a translation on X). XY & and X H Y ' are said to be algebraically conjugate if there exists a continuous isomorphism X X 3 X H such that & ' V P À.
In this note we prove certain results concerning classi®cation of af®ne¯ows on compact connected metrizable abelian groups, up to orbit equivalence and topological conjugacy.
We will denote by S 1 the usual circle group. For any locally compact abelian group G, we denote by G the dual group of G. For a compact connected metrizable abelian group G, we denote by L(G) the topological vector space consisting of all homomorphisms from G to R, under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication and the topology of pointwise convergence. We de®ne a map E from LG to G by the condition 0 E p e 2%ip0 Vp P LGY 0 P GX From the de®ning equation it is easy to see that E is a continuous homomorphism from LG to G. The kernel of E can be identi®ed with the set of all homomorphisms from G to Z; it is a totally disconnected subgroup of LG. Note that using the duality theorem we can realise LG as the set of all one-parameter subgroups of G and E with the map U 31. In particular when G is a torus, LG can be identi®ed with R n , the Lie algebra of G, and E can be identi®ed with the standard exponential map. However, in general E is not surjective, e.g for G Q, where Q is the group of rational numbers equipped with discrete topology, LG is isomorphic to R and consequently E is not surjective. Now let À be a discrete group and GY & be an af®ne À-¯ow on G. Note that & induces an automorphism¯ow & a and a map & t X À 3 G de®ned by &x & a x& t Vx P GX
We de®ne an automorphism action
In [1] and [2] it was proved that any topological conjugacy between two ergodic automorphisms of n-torus is af®ne. In [8] this was generalized to a certain class of af®ne transformations on compact connected metrizable abelian groups. Here we prove the following Theorem 1. Let À be a discrete group and let G and H be compact connected metrizable abelian groups. Let &Y ' be af®ne actions of À on G and H respectively and let f X G 3 H be a À-equivariant continuous map. Then there exist c P H, a continuous homomorphism X G 3 H and a continuous map S X G 3 LH such that a) Se 0 and for all x in G, the orbit of S(x) under ' Ã is bounded. b) f x cxE SxY Vx P GX Moreover, if & and ' are automorphism actions then S is a À-equivariant map from GY & to LHY ' Ã .
We show that under various additional conditions S can be concluded to be identically 0, which means that f is af®ne. This will be shown to be the case, for instance, if the À-action on H is expansive (see corollary 1), see also Corollary 2 and Remark 1 for other applications of the theorem.
In Section 3, we classify translation¯ows up to orbit equivalence and topological conjugacy (in the continuous and discrete parameter cases respectively). First, for one-parameter¯ows of translations, generalizing a classical result in the case of tori (see [3] ), we prove the following Theorem 2. Let G and H be compact connected metrizable abelian groups and let and be one-parameter subgroups of G and H respectively. Then the translation¯ows induced by and are orbit equivalent if and only if there exist a continuous isomorphism X G 3 H and a nonzero c P R such that t ct Vt P R.
We will also prove the following result which previously seems to have been noted only for ergodic translations (see [2] ).
